amazon com making things happen mastering project - in the updated edition of this critically acclaimed and bestselling book microsoft project veteran scott berkun offers a collection of essays on field tested philosophies and strategies for defining leading and managing projects. amazon com project management theory and practice - updated to reflect the project management institute s pmi s project management body of knowledge pmbok guide fifth edition the new edition of this bestselling textbook continues to provide a practical and up to date overview of project management theory project management theory and practice second edition explains project management theory using language that is easy to understand, project management body of knowledge wikipedia - the project management body of knowledge is a set of standard terminology and guidelines a body of knowledge for project management the body of knowledge evolves over time and is presented in a guide to the project management body of knowledge the guide to the pmbok or the guide a book whose sixth edition was released in 2017 the guide is a document resulting from work overseen by the, the basic process of project management - this is the second in a series of articles written under the authority of the pmi standards committee to address the pmbok guide and project management standards the draft outlines the basic project management processes of planning executing and controlling the basic project management process interactions of initiating planning executing controlling and closing, all you need for project quality management templates - project quality management how to when talking to colleagues it quickly becomes apparent that while everyone is talking about quality they often have only a limited idea of what makes a quality project, top 10 best project management books to keep within reach - jose maria delos santos jose is a subject matter expert and member of the writing team for project management com and bridge24 he has written hundreds of articles including project management software reviews books reviews training site reviews and general articles related to the project management industry